made for the library of Amir Ali Farsi Barlas* Was the
Sultan born in Pars or did he exercise authority there ?
Plate 9 is remarkable for the decoration of the walls of
an amazing minuteness; especially the rose coloured
wall with white arabesques is a very rarely seen motive.
Plate 13 is certainly a copy after Bihzad, but it is
signed Qasim Ali, The following seven Plates are less
remarkable* Similar miniatures by Bihzad or his pupils
still exist.	.	: :
Plate 21 is a proof that Qasiin Ali was a copyist,
. if the almost scratched out signature is really his,
the style of the miniature differing from his other
signed, work. It is much more academic, more Mirak.
I wonder if Qasim Ali did not hide his signature in
the text, because he was afraid of being improved
by his Master who. generally signed in a very hidden
place on the miniature itself. He was certainly not
allowed to put his name on the miniatures; as Bihzad
had not worked on the pictures himself, probably only
given the sketch, he did not like to sign them. Qasim AH
was anxious to go to posterity and give an Armenian _
bey an opportunity to make a sensational discovery.3
Plate 22. The artist seems to have given his Iskandar
the face of Sultan Mirza Husain Baykara. Even here
most of the personages seem to be portraits; the
two kneeling figures are certainly foreign princes
waiting for audience. But who are they? Plate 22
is important, because it bears the date 900 (1494-5).
On Plate 23 we again find Husain Baykara sitting in
the boat Who is the prince on the right side of the
idol? Husain Baykara? Who the two sages on the left?
Plate 24 again represents Sultan Husain Baykara
copied by Qasim Ali, after the sketch3 of Bihzad, so
well known from the Bellini-Album.

